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the need for speed games have always been a step ahead of the competition.
they have always been the ultimate challenge and constant source of fun in

the world of computer game. when the need for speed most wanted was
released, it promised to provide a fresh and new gaming experience to the
current generation of gamers. the need for speed was the brainchild of the
most acclaimed title in the world of driving games - need for speed. some

people might not know the truth behind the creation of the game, but they are
sure that the game has been able to provide the best possible gaming

experience to the users. the game plays just like any other race-based need
for speed title, with a few twists and unique gameplay elements. it is a story-

driven game, with no voice acting. as a rather traditional racing game, the
game consists of three modes: career, offroad and racing. the racing game has

been enhanced with a number of new features. most noticeably is the
introduction of player-built cars, which have the ability to be customized with a

variety of different interior and exterior features. players can also customize
their cars' paint jobs, wheels, tires, suspension, and other parts. it is the most
accessible racing game that needs a little more practise to be a serious racer.

the study has concluded several challenges with sustainability reporting
methods, among others that voluntary disclosure requirements contribute to
the lack of standardisation, comparability, and reliability, and therefore also a

lack of legitimacy. for the future, the new csr directive is expected as new
legislation for sustainability reporting within a few years and is expected to

entail more extensive regulations and requirements on external auditing. the
most commonly used reporting standard currently, the gri, will not completely
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cover the future requirements and more focus of the entire supply chain can
be expected.
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the first section of the questionnaire is split into two parts. the first part
pertains to a project's design vision, which i will describe below. the second
part of the question is pertains to the project's aim and purpose, as well as

strategic sourcing, along with its process implementation. this second part of
the questionnaire is the result of a five-question paper available on the web

site. the paper summarizes the role of a sustainable sourcing project within an
organization. the paper shows that the role of sustainable sourcing extends far

beyond an organization's supply chain within each of the following sectors:
human resources, operations, commercial, energy and industrial support. the

paper also shows that sustainability is a decision-making process that an
organization must undergo for it to become an organization that both strives

for sustainability and succeeds. the next section deals with the project's vision.
this vision can be either described by a company as a future state or as a set
of ideas that the company strives to achieve over time. these visions can be
either a short-term or long-term vision. furthermore, a vision can either be
defined as a set of ideas or goals. the definition of a vision can be broad or

very narrow. finally, a vision statement must clearly define the problem that
needs to be solved or addressed. for example, a vision can be very general

such as a company dedicated to the growth of renewable energy or it can be
very specific such as a company dedicated to the creation of a renewable

energy-based combined heat and power plant in florida. a vision can also be
very visual such as a company that's based on the concept of designing

buildings that are environmentally friendly, that respect their surroundings
and that encourage recycling. a vision can also be very complex such as a

company that strives to be recognized as a sustainable company both
internally and externally. 5ec8ef588b
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